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Introduction 
The Robert W. Galvin Center for Electricity Innovation at the Illinois Institute of Technology (‘Galvin 
Center’) is pleased to respond to the joint Project Facilitator Opportunity issued by the 
Commonwealth Edison and Ameren Illinois Utilities.  Based on our past and ongoing work in the 
energy sector, we propose that the Galvin Center assist the utilities and the Illinois Commerce 
Commission in facilitating the Illinois Utilities of the Future Study (‘NextGrid’).  As the NextGrid 
facilitator, the Galvin Center will seek to engage electric utility industry participants and stakeholder 
to develop an informed and consistent baseline of information, and develop consensus-supported 
processes that can facilitate further adaptation of the Illinois electricity sector in the context of 
ongoing technological transformation. 

Dr. Mohammad Shahidehpour is the Director of the Galvin Center and is also a member of the US 
National Academy of Engineering, a Fellow of IEEE, and the Distinguished Bodine Chair Professor of 
Electrical and Computer Engineering.  Dr. Shahidehpour is an expert in electric power system 
optimization and control with specific interests in the modeling of electricity markets, microgrids, and 
sustainable energy applications. He is the principal investigator of over $40 million research grants on 
smart grid and sustainable energy. His perfect power microgrid project, which is funded by the 
Department of Energy (DOE), has converted the IIT campus to a smart microgrid with a 20% reduction 
in its base load consumption and 50% reduction in the peak load consumption. Dr. Shahidehpour will 
lead the Galvin Center’s NextGrid initiative, and can be contacted at: 

Dr. Mohammad Shahidehpour (Current CV) 
Director, Galvin Center for Electricity Innovation 
10 West 35th Street, 16th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60616 
P –  E –  

Organizational purpose and day-to-day functions 
The Galvin Center is a university-based research center that conducts research and education in 
multiple energy sectors including smart gird, renewables and transportation.  The Galvin Center 
applies for and receives research grants that are managed by Galvin Center staff under the direction 
of Dr. Shahidehpour.   By collaborating with a diverse range of researchers, industry, government and 
innovators to “plug-in” to IIT’s smart microgrid, research laboratories and Technology Park, the Galvin 
Center has created a hub for new innovations in advanced grid technology.   

As an applied energy research center, the Galvin Center focuses on developing interdisciplinary 
approaches that accelerate the introduction and value of technologies in a changing energy 
environment.  Relevant examples of Galvin Center initiatives include:      

 Smart Grid Workforce Education and Training Center.  A $12.6 million project supported by the U.S. 
Department of Energy and the State of Illinois, to educate and train the nation's workforce to meet 
the global challenges and opportunities of the Smart Grid.  The initiative established processes to 
educate and train more than 49,000 people on Smart Grid with a curriculum developed with 
education and industry partners.  

http://motor.ece.iit.edu/ms/RESUME.pdf


 

 

 Center for Smart Grid Application, Research and Technology (CSMART).  A lab dedicated to 
researching, testing and analyzing the latest Smart Grid technology innovations in a real-world 
environment in partnership with ComEd, Silver Spring Networks and West Monroe Partners.  CSMART 
will address seek approaches to manage the growing amounts of renewables, energy storage, and 
microgrids in a secure and reliable environment. CSMART will support and publish research on the 
impacts of these cutting-edge technologies on new and existing business models.  

 Spearheading Poverty Inhibition through Klean Energy (SPIKE).  A joint initiative with the IIT Stuart 
School of Business that seeks to empower the powerless by developing an Affordable Microgrid (AM) 
program that deploys functional and affordable power to underserved populations.  SPIKE’s initial 
focus is on American Indian Tribes, the United States Virgin Islands, Sierra Leon and Ghana.  

Organizational structure and locations 
The Galvin Center is part of the Wanger Institute for Sustainable Energy Research (WISER), that 
encompasses more than 60 faculty members that are currently involved in energy and sustainability 
research and educational activities across the colleges and institutes at IIT.  As a university-wide 
initiative, WISER capitalizes on IIT's international recognition in specific areas of energy production 
and efficiency, power, and environmentally related research and education.  Through WISER, IIT has 
established a leadership role in energy policy and forecasting by leveraging strengths across several 
disciplines: engineering, science, architecture, design, business, law, and psychology. The WISER 
organizational structure diagram is shown below.  
 
The Galvin Center is located on the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology on the 16th floor of 
the IIT Tower at the intersection of State and 35th Streets in Chicago’s Bronzeville neighborhood.  The 
Galvin Center’s 16,000 square foot state-of-the-art facility houses microgrid research, technology 
demonstration, and education activities.  Additionally, the Galvin Center facility contains offices, 
exhibition rooms, classrooms and student workrooms that support hands-on experience for Smart 
Grid, microgrid and energy technology education.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Plan for statewide coverage 
The Galvin Center plans to provide statewide coverage for the NextGrid initiative through a 
combination of physical and virtual channels.  

 Physical Channels.  The Galvin Center will utilize the physical facilities at the IIT campuses in Chicago 
and Naperville.  Pending the interests and needs of stakeholders, the Galvin Center will work through 
its network of educational institutions throughout the state (i.e. universities, and community colleges) 
to provide a physical to station program personnel at various locations throughout the state. 

 Virtual Channels.  IIT maintains a communications backbone that is used to provide remote 
classroom access and participation options to students located around the world.  The Galvin Center 
will utilize the IIT communications system to provide stakeholders with access to all NextGrid 
activities.  Additionally, the Galvin Center will augment direct communications with an online 
environment that will facilitate the involvement of the public and direct stakeholders in the NextGrid 
process.  Modeled after professional social media websites, the NextGrid web portal will offer access 
to the growing content that will be created through the initiative, and provide interested parties with 
the opportunity to provide instant input through discussion stream, video uplinks, and document 
submittals.  

Intended strategy and methods 
The Galvin Center proposes to utilize strategies and methods that have been used to lead and support 
multiple successful energy sector initiatives and collaborations.  The Galvin Center proposes utilizing 
the following general stages to meet the concrete deliverables identified for the Project Facilitator 
(i.e. reports) and conceptual deliverables (stakeholder participation, systems, processes) around the 
following general stages (NOTE:  the Galvin Center anticipates that the process may require 
amendment over the engagement): 

 Literature Survey.  A survey of the current best practices for utility reform will be conducted by the 
Galvin Center.  This information will serve as a source of concepts to foster more detailed planning.  
The resulting library of information will be expanded and made available to stakeholders through 
throughout the initiative.   

 Core Advisory Groups.  Core Advisory Groups will be formed around four key areas:  utility 
regulation, wholesale markets, technology, and consumer interests.  Between 5 and 9 individuals with 
demonstrated subject matter expertise will be engaged to participate in the Core Advisory Groups.  
The Illinois Commerce Commission and the utilities will approve the selection of Core Advisory Group 
members.  The Core Advisory Groups will serve two critical roles for the initiative: 

o Goals Planning.  The Core Advisory Groups will identify the goals and priorities for utility market 
participants within their area of expertise.  These priorities will inform the direction of stakeholder 
engagement.   

o Evaluation.  The Core Advisory Groups will evaluate feedback from stakeholders and recommend 
how concepts and deliverables can be structured for future action.  

 Infrastructure Preparation.  A web-based portal will be constructed to serve as a primary platform to 
support the initiative’s reporting and other communications.  The portal will allow Core Advisory 
Group members, stakeholders, and the public different levels of access and functionality. 

 Stakeholder Identification & Evaluation.  A full list of potential stakeholders will be identified from 
key sectors (utility, power generators, fuel providers, brokers, retailers, technology providers, 
consumers, policy interest groups, etc.).  Stakeholders will be analyzed to understand the nature of 
the priorities for and relationships between stakeholders.  Individuals for each potential stakeholder 
will be identified. 

 

 



 

 

 Stakeholder Engagement Preparation.  Stakeholder engagement will be undertaken on a strawman-
response basis.  The Core Advisory Groups will charter strawman statements for key issue areas that 
include: 

o The intersection of future technology and regulation. 
o Models to support Innovation. 
o Climate Change and the Environment. 

The stakeholder preparation will generate strawman position papers that provide the following 
concerning each topic:  baseline information, nominal evaluations of the topic from key perspectives 
(regulatory, policy, economic, and sustainability), areas of consensus and disagreement, potential 
near-term measures that can be taken to foster progress on the issue, and proposals for approaches 
to addressing the issue in the future in the context of a changing environment. 

 Stakeholder Engagement.  Stakeholders will be engaged through multiple channels for a range of 
purposes.  

o Summits.  All stakeholders will gather for single day summits to be held in different portion of the 
state.  The Summits will be geared towards: reviewing process outputs, providing technical 
presentations, presenting next steps in the process.    

o Stakeholder Group Meetings.  Stakeholders will break into subject matter groups for regularly 
scheduled meetings that are simulcasted to accommodate remote access.  Stakeholder Group 
Meetings will be moderated in a manner to elicit inputs to support problem statements, benefit and 
challenge drivers, and process output reviews.  Outputs from the Stakeholder Group Meetings feed 
materials an Stakeholder Group Meetings inputs to the Summits.  

o Public Outreach.  Stakeholders and the general public will be invited to regular outreach events that 
showcase energy technologies and opportunities that are available in Illinois today.  

o Individual and Focus Group Interviews.  Interviews with individuals and small groups will serve to 
collect in-depth perspectives and feedback from targeted and high value stakeholders. 

o Portal Engagements.  The Initiative’s portal will support a community of users with a range of tools, 
information and group thread discussions.  By using a social media strategy, stakeholders and the 
public will be able to pursue topics and share information that is relevant to their specific interests. 
 For instance, the portal can be used to group-source evaluations of technology concepts, or to solicit 
feedback on proposed regulatory approaches.  

 Final report.  With guidance from the Core Advisory Group, the Galvin Center will aggregate findings 
from all collaborations to issue a final report for delivery to the Commission.   

Intended strategy and methods 
The Galvin Center is a trusted and knowledgeable partner in Illinois’ energy sector.  Through IIT, The 
Galvin Center can provide expertise in technology, energy market design, utility regulation, business 
innovation, and energy policy.  Additionally, the Galvin Center can deliver the physical facilities web 
capabilities and other necessary support to facilitate a sustained statewide collaboration. 

Given the importance of the NextGen initiative, the Galvin Center is prepared to partner with any 
organization identified by either the Commission or the utilities.  We appreciate this opportunity to 
work with the Illinois Commerce Commission and the utilities. 
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